
RENTAL SERVICES
This product is also available for
rental. Ask for details

PRODUCT DESIGN
We can design and produce similar
custom made product for you.

REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE
This product can be repaired or
maintained. Contact us for more
details

APPLICABLE SERVICES

A nestable roll container 2-witch retail
800x700x1770mm - with straps

SKU 46500

Metal 2 nestable roll container-witch retail 800x700x1770mm
with an A-frame construction. The ergonomic design and unique
suspension system of the folding floor makes you comfortable to
use the cart.

TECHNICAL DATA

Castors diameter mm  100
Material  Metal
Status  New
Side walls  Fixed
Bottom  Folded
Inside dimension lenght  800
Inside dimension width  650
Inside dimension height  1570
Outside dimension lenght  800
Outside dimension width  700
Outside dimension height  1770
Dynamic load  500
Bottom  Metal
Product  new, for rent

Type  
2-sided Roll containers, Nesting
Roll containers

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Metal nestable 2-witch retail roll container 800x700x1770mm
      2 Galvanized metal nestable roll container-witch with A-frame
construction. Equipped with a gridded bottom, and side rails
gridded with straps. The size of the grid in the side rail is
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140x145mm. The outer dimensions are 800x700x1770mm, the
inside dimensions are 800x650x1570mm. The dynamic load-
bearing capacity is 500 kg. The roll container has an innovative
structure, it is provided with a folding bottom with a unique
suspension system. The trolley has a gridded metal base with 2
swivel and 2 fixed castors. Thus the cart is very versatile and easy
to use. The wheels are made of PU and the castors have a closed
wielbox for added security. The nest structure can save space
during return transport or when in storage and not in use.

Link to visit this page:
https://rotom.co.uk/a-nestable-roll-container-2-witch-retail-800x7
00x1770mm-with-straps-46500
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